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FOREWORD
This progress report deals with various phases of the experimental
program at the David Taylor Model Basin which relate to the protection of
ships from the effects ot underwater explosions. It contains a series of
separate reports, each pertaining to one phase of the project. No attempt
is made to cover all phases in each progress report, but it is hoped that
over a period of several months each subdivision of the program will be adequately represented.
Ultimately most of these brief presentations will be included in
formal Taylor Model Basin reports. However, it is felt that a definite purpose is served by presenting this information in preliminary form for the use
of other technical workers in this field.
The conclusions contained in these reports are to be considered as
tentative and subject to possible revision as further data are obtained. However, each part has been carefully reviewed and is believed to be as accurate
as possible in the light of current information.
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PART 24 - ANALYSIS OF THE EXPLOSION DAMAGE FROM
TWO SMALL CHARGES FIRED AGAINST THE HULL OF A LIBERTY SHIP
By G.E. Hudson, Ph.D., and M.A. Greenfield, Ph.D.
Underwater explosion tests were performed* at the Coast Guard
Training Station, Fort McHenry, Baltimore, Maryland, on a Liberty Ship.
Two charges of Torpex, each of about 2.5 pounds, were held magnetically to the hull.

Charge 1, detonated electrically, was placed in contact

with the shell plating at a point backed by a vertical frame; Charge 2, detonated by the shock wave from Charge 1, was located about 15 feet forward
against the shell plating between two frames.

Both charges were about 6 or

7 feet below the surface of the water and were placed outside Number 3 hold
on the starboard side; see Figure 1.

-50'----o-

Number 3 Hold

Bulkhead-

Charge

Number
3
Hatch

Number
2
Hatch

Hatch

Bow

Channel Frames

Figure 1 - Schematic Plan View of Hull, Showing Location of Charges
Charge 1 is directly opposite a frame whereas Charge 2 is between two frames.

The shell plating of the ship is 5/8 inch thick, backed by transverse frames spaced 2.5 feet apart.

Each frame has the dimensions indicated

in Figures 2a and 2b.
The frames were in part riveted and in part welded to the shell.
The riveting extended from the deck down to about 3 feet above the turn of
the bilge; see Figure 3. Just below the point where the riveting stopped
the type of frame changed from the channel to the angle type, formed by cutting off the flange of the channel next to the shell.

The web was then

* These tests were conducted under the auspices of the Maryland Research Laboratory, under contract to the Office of Scientific Research and Development. Dr. K.S. Pitzer of the Maryland Research
Laboratory supervised the tests.
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4"

Bracket
Forward
Forward
5

"

W

-Shell Plate

Plate

Figure 2b - Welded Section

Figure 2a - Riveted Section

Figure 2 - Horizontal Sections through Shell Plating and Frame
welded to the shell as in Figure 2b.
The shell plating was of all-welded
To Deck

construction.
The shell plating was com-

.Ghannel Frame

pletely air-backed in way of the exNumber 3
Hold

plosions.
At the moment of detona-

Bracket

tion a considerable shock was felt
throughout the ship. Holes were
blown in the shell next to each
charge. As viewed from the inside,
the hole at Charge 1 appeared to
be divided in two sections by the
stiffener and was larger than the
hole opened by Charge 2; see Figure
4.

In five minutes, Number 3 hold

was partially filled with water to
a height of about 8 feet above the
Figure 3 - Cross Section of the Hull
at Number 3 Hold,Showing Manner
of Attachment of Frame
to Shell Plating

tank top.

No flooding of other

holds occurred except from a broken
pipe in Number 3 hold which led into
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Charge C

Figure 4 - General View of Damage Viewed from Inside Hold 3
the engine room.

The flooding of the engine room was quickly brought under

control by a Coast Guard damage-control crew.
Motion pictures of the explosion were taken by the Maryland ReNo other instrumentation was employed.
Several days later the ship was placed in dry dock to make the holes
in the shell plating accessible for close inspection.
Figures 5 to 13 inclusive are enlargements of photographs taken by
search Laboratory group.

David Taylor Model Basin personnel at the time they inspected the damage. A
description of important details accompanies each photograph.
The photographs serve to give only a general idea of the extent of
the damage. However, first-hand observation permits an actual analysis to be
made of the nature of the failure, whether brittle or ductile, of the points
of origin of the rupture, of the extent of thinning of the shell plating and
therefore of the energy absorbed by the metal (1),* of the effectiveness of
the backing afforded by the frames, and of the effect of discontinuities such
as the change in the type of frame and the mode of attachment. It is evident
that these important details are needed for a complete analysis of the damage.
* Numbers in parentheses indicate references on page 37 of this report.
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Figure 5 - Normal View of Hole 1
This is a picture of the damage resulting from Charge 1 as viewed from inside the
hold. The hole opened up in the shell by Charge 1 is called Hole 1. The size of
Hole 1 was limited chiefly by the presence of the channel frames on either side of
The arrow indicates a place where a herringbone pattern appears on
the charge.
the surface of the rupture. The pattern points to the initiation of the crack.
A herringbone pattern is typical of brittle failure.
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Figure 6 - View of Hole 1 at an Angle
This is another view of Hole 1, taken at an angle, looking forward
from inside the hold. The damage to the frame against which the
The frame was
charge had been placed is illustrated in the picture.
severely bent in the neighborhood of the charge, indicated by Arrow 1,
and cracked through at the juncture of the welded and the riveted
portion of the shell plating where the channel form changed to the
angle form, indicated by Arrow 2.
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Figure 7 - Crack in Stiffener at Hole 1
This is a close-up of the crack in the frame which is indicated by Arrow 2 in
Figure 6. The herringbone pattern, indicated by the arrow, is
again evident on the surface of the rupture.
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Figure 8 - Herringbone Pattern at Hole 1
As in Figure 7 this is a close-up of Hole 1 showing the crack in the frame indicated by Arrow 1.
The
It also shows plainly the brittle nature of the crack in the shell plating at Arrow 2.
herringbone points to the start of the crack in the plate as indicated by the pencil.
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Figure 9 - Outside View of Hole 1
This is a view of Hole 1 from outside the vessel, looking aft. It shows the crack
in the frame, at Arrow 1, which not only goes back horizontally into the web
but also extends vertically as a bending fracture, Arrow 2.
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Figure 10 - Outside View below Hole 1
This is a view of Hole 1 below that of Figure 9 which indicates the large area
of plating bent in below the hole. This dishing may be contrasted with the
lack of deformation of the frames. Note the manner in which the seam weld in
the shell plating held up.
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Figure 11 -Hole

2

This is a photograph of Hole 2 taken at an angle, looking forward.
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Figure 12 - Top of Hole 2
This is a view of the top part of Hole 2 and shows the role of the frames in confining
that
the damage to that portion of the shell plating between them. It should be noted
considerably
is
2
Hole
charge,
of
weights
equal
by
made
were
2
and
1
Holes
although
smaller because of the difference in positions of the charges. The herringbone pattern,
The
indicating a brittle failure, is also present but is not noticeable in the picture.
and
charge
the
of
contact
of
point
the
at
arrow points toward the origin of failure
plating.
shell
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Figure 13 --Outside View of Hole 2
This is an outside view of Hole 2, looking forward, showing the ridges formed
by the frames near the hole as contrasted to the stretched and
indented shell plating between the frames.

HOLE 1
Figure 14 is a sketch of the hull from the outside of Hole 1, made
from actual observation.* This figure shows the hull as it would appear with
the bent and torn portions fitted back in their proper positions. The cracks
indicated by the symbol >>>>> bear the herringbone pattern commonly associated with a brittle rupture. The herringbone arrows invariably point to the
origin of the crack. The cracks denoted by the symbol 4+I±- are due to
shearing failure. Some cracks are combinations of both.
It seems likely from Figure 14 that the following sequence of events
occurred upon the detonation of Charge 1.
* These sections of the shell plating of the vessel, the GASPAR DE PORTOLA,

at the David Taylor Model Basin.

were cut out and are on hand
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Figure 14 - Reconstructed Panel at Hole 1
The explosion pushed the shell against the sharp 90-degree corner
of the frame. A shearing failure resulted which progressed from the charge
at A up to the point B and down to the point F. At B the fracture changed to
a brittle mode, proceeded to the rivet hole at C, and also ran across the
plate where it was stopped by the next frame forward at D. Similarly, another brittle crack was propagated from F to G, so that the entire flap G F
A B D folded back into the hull. Cracks A 0 J M N, A 0 J L, A 0 J K, and A
0 J H I were propagated toward the stern from A; these probably formed simultaneously with the shearing crack B A F. It is likely that cracks 0 M and
F H formed subsequently. This is indicated partly by the fact that these
cracks showed characteristics of both brittle and shearing failure. However,
there would have been no good reason for these cracks to stop at M and H unless the vertical crack N M J H I had been already in existence. Since the
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portion A 0 M J H F A of the shell plating is missing, the existence of the
crack from 0 to J is inferred from the nature of the other cracks, rather
than observed.

It is not known why the crack 0 J branched at J, but it is

hoped future studies will throw light upon such phenomena as the branching
of cracks.
HOLE 2
Figure 15 is a sketch of the hull from the outside of Hole 2,

made from actual observation. This figure shows how the cracks opened up in
brittle modes in the shell plating from the point of contact A of Charge 2.
In this case the portion A C E G I L A is missing, but the herringbone pattern pointing to I from L and G indicates an additional crack path such as
A I.

Because the crack 0 L is partly ductile, it is possible that this was

one of the last places to fail.

Figure 15 - Reconstructed Panel at Hole 2
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FRAME CRACK
Figure 16 shows the crack
damage to the combination of frame and
bracket as reconstructed from the finally deformed structure, shown in Figures 6 and 7.

Initially severe bending

Shear.

occurred in the neighborhood of the
charge, which was at A in Figure 16. As
a result of the bending a longitudinal
crack S U formed.

Moreover, the type

of frame changes at the point P from

Rivets,

riveted-channel type to welded-angle
type as described on page 1.

As a re-

sult of this discontinuity a brittle
crack opened up from P, next to the
shell plating, as in Figure 14, to Q
and then extended to R in the web of
the bracket welded to the frame.

The

Figure 16 - Details of Cracks
in Frame and Bracket
at Hole 1

failure in the bracket metal was partly ductile.
CONCLUSIONS
This test has emphasized three factors of importance in determining
underwater-explosion damage to a structure of this type. First,the amount of
thinning of the shell plating is small and therefore the amount of energy absorbed by plastic deformation is small. The rupture of the plating is observed to be brittle. Second, discontinuities in construction of frames,
such as cutting off a flange, increase the probability of failure even if the
load is not applied exactly at the discontinuity. Third, frames with sharp
edges in contact with the shell increase the tendency to rupture by shearing
action.
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PART 25 - ENERGY ABSORPTION OF. STEEL PLATES OF
DIFFERENT THICKNESSES UNDER DYANMIC OR STATIC LOADING
By A.R. Cohen, Chief Specialist (x), USNR, and
B.

Stiller, Specialist (x) I/c, USNR

INTRODUCTION
In a previous report (1) it was shown that the energy absorption
of steel diaphragms could be calculated from measurements of the thinning
strain alone. This method of calculating energy absorption is based on the
octahedral shearing stress-strain relations and is outlined in Reference (2);
it is convenient in that the measurements required can be made easily and
accurately.
The present report deals with the application of the method to medium steel plates which have been deformed under either dynamic or static
conditions. Calculations were made for 4 plates, one 1/8 inch thick, one 1/2
inch thick, and two 3/4 inch thick., The first two plates were loaded by the
pressure due to an underwater explosion, whereas the two plates of 3/4-inch
thickness were subjected to static tensile loading.

Tensile tests and chem-

ical analyses showed that all the plates satisfied Bureau of Ships Specifications 48S5 for medium steel plate.
DESCRIPTION OF SPECIMENS AND METHOD OF LOADING
A description of the specimens used in these tests, and a discussion of the procedure of testing the specimens, follows.
PLATES UNDER DYNAMIC LOADING
A series of plates 1/8 inch thick and another series of plates 1/2
inch thick, all of medium steel, were tested to determine the minimum contact
charge of tetryl required to rupture plates of those thicknesses under explosive loading. All these plates were 5 feet square. Each was floated horizontally so that its under side was in contact with the water surface, and
precautions were taken to preclude the presence of air bubbles. The charge
was placed beneath and in contact with the plate at its center.
It was found that the explosion of 0.78 ounce of tetryl against a
plate 1/8 inch thick produced a fine crack in the plate near its center; see
Figure 17. The explosion of 3.75 ounces of tetryl against the plate 1/2 inch
thick, Figure 18, produced a rupture about 1 1/2 foot long passing through
the center of the plate. These two plates were selected for calculation of
energy absorption.
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Figure 17 - Plate 1/8 Inch Thick after Deformation
The plate has been cut into sections 1 foot by 5 feet.

The crack is located at A.

Figure 18 - Plate 1/2 Inch Thick after Deformation
The plate was cut into sections 12 inches by 6 inches.
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PLATES UNDER STATIC LOADING
Two notched specimens 3/4 inch thick, designated as Specimens
310 and 311, were prepared for testing, as shown in Figure 19. They differed
only in that Specimen 310 had the deposits of weld metal indicated in Figure
Pulling heads were welded to the specimens and

19, and Specimen 311 did not.

each specimen was subjected to static tensile loading at a temperature of
about 72 degrees fahrenheit.
were cut away.

Upon completion of the test, the pulling heads

The specimens after test are shown in Figures 20 and 21.*

Figure 19 - Sketch of Specimens 310 and 311, 3/4 Inch Thick

METHOD OF MEASUREMENT
Thinning distribution over each of the four plates was measured
with a dial gage, shown in Figure 22, which was calibrated in one-thousandths
of an inch.

The plate of 1/2-inch thickness was cut into sections 12 inches

by 6 inches, and the plate of 1/8-inch thickness was cut into sections 1 foot
by 5 feet.

The plates of 3/4-inch thickness were cut into sections which

could be handled conveniently in measuring.
* These specimens were prepared and tested by Comdr. G.L. Smith, USN, (Ret), of the Taylor Model Basin
staff. Energy calculations were made at his request.
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Figure 20 - Specimen 310 after Test

Figure 21 - Specimen 311 after Test

The test heads have been cut away and the plate
has been cut into convenient sections for
measurement of the thickness.

The test heads have been cut away and the plate
has been cut into convenient sections for
measurement of the thickness.
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Figure 22 - Dial Thickness Gage
For each section, the thickness value used was the average of a
of
group of measurements within the section. Whenever a thickness variation
on
more than 3 per 'cent existed in an individual section, a grid was drawn
that
it to divide it into subsections, each of which would have a thickness
The volume of each of the subsections was calculaAdding the volumes of subsections gave a total volto within
ume which agreed with the measured volume of any particular section
was essentially uniform.
ted from its dimensions.
1 per cent.
RESULTS
For the plates which were dynamically loaded, it was assumed that
= ,
the strains along the length and along the width were equal, i.e., 7,
Since from the assumption of constancy of volume (1) (2),
l
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In tensile tests on a few specimens of various sizes, loadelongation data indicated that strains along the width and thickness of the
individual specimens were very nearly equal over most of the plastic range.
This seemed to be generally true until the load began to drop sharply with
increase in length. Preliminary measurements on Specimens 310 and 311 also
indicated that the strains along the width and thickness were equal.. Therefore, for these specimens, it was assumed that , = Ch. Thus from Equation

[1],
h

w

2

which leads to

Tensile tests were performed on standard test specimens cut from
the same sheet as each plate. Curves of true stress against natural strain
were obtained, and the function 7(r), where 7 is the octahedral shearing
stress, was derived.

Since the energy per unit volume W is given by

by mechancurves of energy per unit volume against Y were obtained from 7(r)
ical integration. Energy calculations for each of the plates were made from
the appropriate curve of W against Y (1).
The results of the energy calculations are summarized in Table 1.
In order to arrive at true estimates of energy absorption, it is
necessary to have stress-strain data at a strain rate comparable to that at
which the specimen has been tested. Thus, for the plates loaded dynamically,
the values of energy absorption given are only relative since they are based
However, for the plates loaded statically, the values of energy absorption may be considered as absolute since stress-strain
data at a comparable strain rate were used in making the calculations.
For the plates which were loaded statically, the values of energy
on static tensile tests.

absorption given are believed reliable to within plus or minus 5 per cent.
For the plates which were loaded dynamically, neglecting the strain-rate
effect, the calculation of relative-energy absorption is believed reliable
to within plus or minus 10 per cent.

In the case of the plates which were

loaded dynamically, variations in original thickness existed over the undeformed plate. This accounts for the lesser accuracy in the calculation of
the energy absorbed by the plates loaded dynamically.
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.TABLE 1
Values of Energy Absorption
A - Plates Loaded Dynamically, Contact Explosion Loading

Specimen

Original
Thickness
inches

Tetryl*
Charge
ounces

Approximate Energy
Absorption

Weight of Plate
pounds

inch-pounds

in-lb/lb
of
material

K
Al

1/2
1/8

3.75
0.78

350,000
150,000

500
125

700
1200

B - Plates Loaded Statically', Tensile Loading
Approximate Energy
Yield Ultimate Temperature
Original
Specimen Thickness Load
Load
of Tes
inches
pounds
pounds
degrees
inches
pounds
pounds fahrenheit

Absorption
Weight
Plate
in-b/b
Plate inch-pounds in-lb/lb
pounds
of
material

310

3/4

240,000

421,000

73

52**

1,540,000

29,600

311

3/4

260,000

418,000

71

55**

1,140,000

20,700

It is estimated that the energy available for damage in one ounce of tetryl is 1,000,000 inchpounds.

*

** These were the actual weights of the specimens after the pulling heads had been cut away.

DISCUSSION
Although tensile loading of Specimens 310 and 311 revealed no differences in yield and ultimate stresses within the accuracy of the static
tensile loading machine, the values of energy absorption shown in Table 1
differ by 35 per cent.

Energy of 310 =
1.35
Energy of 311
Thus there was a marked difference in the behavior of the two plates, even
though this was not indicated by the critical load values of the tests.
This difference is also indicated by measurements of the thinning distribution; the lowest ratio of final thickness to original thickness, h/ho, for
Specimen 310 was 0.60 and for Specimen 311 was 0.76.
1
In the case of the specimens subjected to dynamic loading, thinning
measurements indicate that the lowest value of h/ho for the plate 1/8 inch
thick was 0.70. For the plate 1/2 inch thick the lowest value of h/ho was
0.88. For plates brought just to rupture under dynamic load, there may be a
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correspondence between the original thickness of the plate and the lowest
value of h/ho . This will be investigated later.
CONCLUSION
Of the plates tested statically, Specimen 310 had deposits of weld
metal, Specimen 311 did not. Within the accuracy of the tensile loading machine, no appreciable difference in the behavior of'these two specimens could
Yet analysis of the energy absorbed by the plates revealed a
difference of 35 per cent in the amounts of energy absorbed. Static tensile
test data did not suggest that there were any differences between the speci-

be detected.

Thus it is of great importance to determine the energy absorbed by
materials under load if the differences in their behavior are to be apparent.
For materials which have been loaded dynamically, a criterion of
mens.

their relative merits may be considered to be the energy absorbed per pound
of material. The plate 1/8 inch thick absorbed 1200 inch-pounds per pound,
whereas the plate 1/2 inch thick absorbed 700 inch-pounds per pound. This
suggests that the behavior of medium steel may vary with thickness. A measure of the difference in behavior of materials can be obtained from a calculation of the energy absorbed by the materials.
Thus the calculation of energy absorption of plates which have been
subjected to either static or dynamic loading furnishes ,an important criterion for detecting differences in performance which may not be apparent from
the measurements ordinarily made.
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PART 26 - THE RESISTANCE OF THICK FUSED-QUARTZ AND PLASTIC
PLATES TO STATIC AND UNDERWATER EXPLOSION PRESSURES
By J.J. Donoghue, C.T. Johnson, and R.G. Hill
INTRODUCTION
The resistance of plates of fused quartz and of various synthetic
plastics to damage from static and dynamic pressures has been investigated by
the David Taylor Model Basin at the request (3) of the Bureau of Ships, to
determine their suitability for use as watertight insulators in the bases of
tubular masts for submarine radar antennas.
Since such masts must be retractable, their design is patterned on
that of submarine periscopes, i.e., they are made of tubular steel with a
watertight seal at each end. The inboard seal is added for the purpose of
protecting the watertight integrity of the pressure hull and the seal is made
of insulating material to permit passage of the high-tension conductors from
the antenna to the interior of the submarine.
To be effective in case of damage to the tubular mast, the window
in the base of the mast must be able to withstand not only the pressure of
water at considerable depths, but also the shock of possible depth-charge
attacks which may occur after the damage has taken place. Therefore the windows submitted by the Bureau of Ships were tested under static pressure and
also under attack by full-scale depth charges. Certain aspects of the structural failures during the tests appear to be of sufficient interest to warrant their presentation in a brief report.
TEST APPARATUS AND PROCEDURE
The insulator windows tested under static pressure at the Taylor
Model Basin included one sample of Polystyrene, and two each of Dilectene
100 and Dilecto XX. Dilectene 100 is a translucent, pure aniline formaldehyde plastic, and Dilecto XX is a paper-laminated phenol formaldehyde plastic;
they are manufactured by the Continental-Diamond Fibre Company of Newark,
Delaware. The results of static pressure tests on similar fused-quartz windows were reported orally to the Bureau of Ships by the manufacturer.
Two quartz windows and the windows subjected to static pressure
tests were also subjected to the explosive pressure from service depth
charges, beginning at distances greater than the estimated lethal distance
for a submarine and decreasing to distances at which the windows failed.
These tests were made at the Underwater Explosives Laboratory, Woods Hole
Oceanographic Institution, Woods Hole, Massachusetts.
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The mast base is a cylinder of cast bronze with a heavy end plate
and a reinforced ring in its side, designed to clamp the window between corkcomposition gaskets.
in Figure 23.

Two views of the .mast base and the windows are shown

The gaskets had a nominal thickness of 1/16 inch before the

windows were clamped in place.

Two holes through each window carried brass

plugs to serve as antenna conductors.

To Pump
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Pipe

Added for the hydrostatic
pressure tests

LJ_

_

Copper

Jl

I

-

Gasket

Brass Plugs for
Antenna Conductors-

Rubber
Cork Gaskets

-

This Chamber under
Hydrostatic Pressure

Window Frame

/

Window

Window---

Strain Gages

Section through center of window

Figure 23 - Two Views of the Base of the Radar Antenna Mast
Assembled for the Hydrostatic Pressure Tests
The steel cap added for the static pressure measurements is shown at the top
in the place of the lower end of the antenna mast.

For the static-pressure tests a steel-cap fitting was machined at
the Taylor Model Basin to adapt the upper end of the mast base holding the
window under test to the high-pressure waterline, so that the inner face of
the window could be subjected to hydrostatic pressure from a high-pressure
pump.
23.

A sectional view of the fitting and the mast base is shown in Figure
A photograph of the mast base with a window in place and of the steel-

cap fitting used in the static pressure tests is shown in Figure 24.
Tuckerman strain gages were mounted for strain measurements during
the static tests at the center of each window, and horizontally on the plane
surfaces on the side of the mast base.
A section of the assembly for the explosion-pressure tests showing
the orientation of the mast base with respect to the charge is illustrated in
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Figure 24 - The Mast Base at the Conclusion of the Explosion Pressure
Tests, with the Dilectene 100-2 Window in Place
The steel-cap fitting used in the hydrostatic pressure tests is also shown. The brass plugs
have been removed from the window. The distortion of the base casting produced by the last
two depth charge attacks prevents the proper seating of the window; for this reason, the window clamping ring does not fit against the mast base.

The assembly consisted of a flange threaded to the top of the
mast base and bolted to a second flange welded to a circular cylinder closed
at one end by a flat plate. This cylinder provided a watertight case aroundthe mast base and window to maintain atmospheric pressure on the outer sur-

Figure 25.

faces, as in the interior of the submarine, but the setup did not otherwise
represent the submarine installation as the intact mast-tube section was

--

~----
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Water Depth 40 feet

To Charge

Watertight Container for
Mast Base
Air

Window under Test

Figure 25 - View of Explosion-Test Assembly and Orientation
with Respect to the Charge
A large circular opening in the top flange permitted the interior
of the mast base to fill with water when submerged, so that the pressure wave
impinged directly on the inside of the mast base. The charges and the test

missing.

assembly were suspended at a depth of 40 feet in not less than 80 feet of
water, with the open end of the test assembly facing the charge.
For the tests at distances of 90 to 205 feet from the charge, the
charges consisted of 250 pounds of Torpex, except for Shots 3 and 5 where
each charge consisted of 38 pounds of TNT and 212 pounds of Torpex. For the
test with the Polystyrene window and the tests on the other plastic windows
at distances of 75 feet or less, the charges consisted of 300 pounds of TNT.
TEST RESULTS
The static-pressure tests conducted at the Taylor Model Basin were
They were not carried beyond pressures of from 400 to 500 pounds
per square inch. The results of the static pressure tests are summarized in

proof tests.
Table 2.
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TABLE 2
Results of Static Pressure Tests on Radar-Antenna-Mast Windows

Window
Material

Percent Strain Percent Strain
Pressure
on Circumference
at Center
pounds per
of Cylinder
of Window
square inch

Quartz*

310 to 330

Condition
of Window
after Test
cracked

Polystyrene

400

0.33**

0.013

no permanent set

Dilectene 100-1

400

0.1t

0.013

no permanent set

Dilectene 100-2

400

0.28**

0.012

no permanent set

450

0.31**

0.013

no permanent set

Dilecto XX-1

400

0.06t

0.005

no permanent set

Dilecto XX-2

400

0.14**

0.011

no permanent set

450

0.21**

*

Based on oral report of tests conducted by manufacturer.

*

Strain along shorter axis.

t

Strain along longer axis.

no permanent set

The plastic windows showed,no permanent set after the tests.

One

specimen each of the aniline and phenolic plastics was carried to 500 pounds
per square inch momentarily, without permanent deformation.

On the other

hand, it was reported by the Bureau of Ships that two samples of quartz
windows had been tested by the manufacturer and had cracked under applied
pressures ranging from 310 to 330 pounds per square inch. The design specifications required that there should be no failure at less than 300 pounds
per square inch.
The results of the explosion tests are summarized in Table 3.

One

quartz window failed under attack from a depth charge at a distance of 205
feet. One aniline formaldehyde plastic window, Dilectene 100-2, just failed
when the charge was 75 feet distant, although a similar window was undamaged
under the same conditions.

Both paper-laminated phenolic plastic windows,

Dilecto XX, withstood attacks at a distance of 50 feet.

The polystyrene win-

dow just failed when attacked by a depth charge at a distance of 90 feet.
Descriptions of the failures are given in the last column at the
right in Table 3.

The window frame was visibly out of shape after Shot 17;
the charge was at a distance of 40 feet. The window frame was so distorted
that the second Dilecto XX window was visibly bent about its shorter axis

when clamped in place.

The distortion of the window frame probably contrib-

uted to the failures of both Dilecto XX windows, which cracked transversely
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TABLE 3
Results of Explosion Tests on Radar-Antenna-Mast Windows

Material
Material

Shot

Charge Weight Distance
in pounds, and to Charge,
feet
Composition

Estimated
Peak
Pressure,
pounds per

Condition
of Window
after Test

square inch*

250, Torpex
250, Torpex
250, TNTTorpex**

650
650

Badly cracked
No change

650

No change

250, Torpex

390

Many cracks, distrubuted radially about the two holes

250, TNTTorpex**

1275

No change

Dilecto XX-1

250, Torpex

1275

Polystyrene

300 TNT

1090

Dilectene 100-it

300 TNT

1300

Dilectene 100-2

300 TNT

1300

Dilecto XX-1t
Dilecto XX-2

300 TNT
300 TNT

1300
1300

Dilectene 100-1

300 TNT

1720

No change
Cracked radially about the two
holes, and between the holes.
Cracks began on the dry side
and did not go through
No change
Cracked about and oetween both
holes. The window remained in
one piece. The longest crack
appeared on the dry side.
No change
No change
Cracked into two pieces across
one hole. There was also a
crack nearly parallel to the
plane faces of the window; it
traveled toward the water side
of the second hole, but did
not reach the surface.
No change
No change
No change
No change
The crack began on the dry
side, extended across one hole
only, and did not go through.
The window frame had a visible
outward bulge after this shot.
Cracked just as on previous
shot. The window frame distorted the window when it was
clamped in place.

Quartz
Dilectene 100-1
Dilecto XX-1
Quartz
Dilectene 100-1

Dilecto XX-1
Dilecto XX-2tt
Dilecto XX-2+
++
Dilecto XX-1

TNT
TNT .
TNT
TNT

1720
1720
2100
2100

Dilecto XX-1#

300 TNT

2700

Dilecto XX-2

300 TNT

2700

I_

*

See Reference (5).
** Thirty-eight pounds of TNT replaced that weight of Torpex in the charges used for Shots
3 and 5.
t The holes in the Dilectene 100-1 and Dilecto XX-1 windows were counterbored a depth of
1/8 inch over a diameter of 3/4 inch.
tt The end of the outer case was noticeably dished in after this shot.
+ The end of the outer case was further dished; the bottom of the case showed a noticable
bulge. The case and the mast base touched, as indicated by an impression of the plug on
the bottom of the mast base.
++ The bottom of the outer case dished in 13/16 inch and was touching the bottom of the
mast base.
# The original bottom plate of the outer case, 3/8 inch thick, was replaced by a plate 3/4
inch thick before this shot.
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across one hole.

Only the quartz windows permitted any water leakage after
failure; the leakage was less than 1/2 pint after submersion for about 1
hour.
The mechanical properties of the various materials used for windows
are given in Table 4.
DISCUSSION
The windows must withstand two types of loading in service: The
hydrostatic head of several hundred feet of water, in the nature of static
loading, and the pressure from depth charges, or dynamic loading, both after
possible damage to the upper part of the mast tube.

These two types of

loading must be considered separately, as the dynamics of the windows must
be considered in estimating the stresses produced by the explosion pressures.
STATIC LOADING
The performance of the fused-quartz windows when subjected to
static pressures was much poorer than that predicted from a consideration of
the tensile strength of quartz. This is given as a minimum of 7000 pounds
per square inch; see Table 4.

Computations indicate that the surface stress-

es about the holes in the windows were not greater than 3500 pounds per
square inch when the applied static pressure was 330 pounds per square inch.
TABLE 4
Properties of the Window Materials
These data were taken from the Handbook of Chemistry and Physics, Chemical Rubber Publishing Company,
Cleveland, Ohio, and from data supplied by the manufacturers, except as noted. A deviation
of plus or minus 20 per cent from the average strengths is not uncommon.

Material

Fused Quartz*

Young's Modulus Average Tensile
Strength
Densityper Poisson's in Tension
pounds per
pounds per
Ratio
pounds per
Material
cubic inch
R cubic inch
ounds per
square
inch
square inch

Average Modulus
o Rupture orth
Flexural Strength
pounds per
square inch

0.0798

0.14

Polystyrene

0.038

0.4

5 x 106

6000 to 7000

12,000 to 13,000

Pure Aniline .
Formaldehyde
(Dilectene 100)

0.045

0.4

5 x 106

10,000 to 11,000

20,000

Phenol
Formaldehyde,
paper-laminated
(Dilecto XX)

0.047

0.4

1 x 101

8000**

16,000**

9.7 x 106

7000

* Values given in the Smithsonian Physical Tables (6). Values of tensile strength as
high as 160,000 pounds per square inch are reported in the International Critical
Tables (7).
** NEMA average for Grade XX phenol formaldehyde.
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For the computations, a supported elliptical plate 5.625 inches long by 3.5
inches wide was assumed.
The maximum surface stress was computed from the equation for the
surface stress on such a plate under a uniform normal load, which is
o

where

5b2

= 0.3125 p(2 -

a is the stress at the center, along the shorter axis of the ellipse,

a and b are the width and length, respectively,
2h is the thickness, and
p is the applied pressure.
This formula is given by Roark (8), page 178, Equation 26.
Substitution of the given values of a, b, and h in [5] yields
a = 5.27 p

[5a]

When p is 330 pounds per square inch, a is 1750 pounds per square inch.
This stress is doubled to account for the effect of the presence of the holes
on the local tangential stresses; see Reference (9), pages 78 and 80,
The calculated stress of 3500 pounds per square inch is only onehalf of the minimum tensile strength of fused quartz.

Therefore, other fac-

tors must have contributed to the failure of the quartz windows.
The effect of minute cracks on the surface of the window,' particularly in or near the holes, was next considered.
Preston (10) has investigated the mechanical properties of glass,
and concludes that its extreme brittleness and the presence of minute cracks
greatly affect its strength.

Experiments described by Griffith (11) demon-

strate the effect of minute surface cracks in reducing the tensile strength
of relatively non-ductile materials such as fused quartz and glass.
Griffith estimated the true tensile strength of glass to be of the order of
106 pounds per square inch, from thermodynamic considerations. He also
measured the tensile strengths of both glass and fused quartz, and found
strengths as high as 106 pounds per square inch with carefully prepared fine
rods.

This figure was achieved only with perfect surfaces on the specimens.

Surface impurities or any scratches whatsoever reduced the strength enormousSpecimens of relatively large cross section prepared with ordinary care
and allowed to age for a few hours'showed a breaking strength of no more than
25,000 pounds per square inch. Presumably cracks were produced either during
ly.

handling, or by the action of the atmosphere.
The effect of these small cracks is to produce regions of high
stress, which cause the crack to propagate under average tensile stresses
small compared to the true tensile strength of the material.
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Griffith (11) and also Inglis (12) computed the stresses at the
end of a fine crack. They found that when a tensile stress is applied perpendicular to the plane of the crack, the stress at the end of the crack is

[6]

F = 2R(c)
where R is the applied load'in pounds per square inch,
c is the depth of the crack, and
p is the radius of curvature of the bottom of the crack.

From an interferometric measurement on one of his glass specimens, Griffith
estimated that p is of the order of 10- 6 inches. If the depth of the surface crack is only 10-3 inches F/R then becomes 63.2, and a tensile stress
of 3500 pounds per square inch at the boundary of the hole in the quartz
window is magnified to 221,000 pounds per square inch at the end of a fine
crack. It is quite possible that such a crack would be produced by the abrasive used to grind the holes in the fused-quartz windows.

Hence, the actual

stresses developed on the surface of the window about the hole are indeterminate, and the breaking pressure cannot be predicted.
This magnification of stresses due to the presence of cracks is
particularly important in brittle materials such as glass or fused quartz,
which have practically no ductility. Plastics have no sharply defined elastic range, but will flow and exhibit a permanent set before the breaking
stress is reached. Hence, high local stresses caused by the presence of
cracks are relieved.
From Equation [5a] it is found that the computed maximum surface
stress at the center of the plastic windows under an applied pressure of 400
pounds per square inch is about 2100 pounds per square inch.
This value may be compared with the surface stresses computed from
the strain measurements made at the center of the windows.
By Equation 3 of Reference (9), the maximum surface stress is
E
- 1 - '2

oy

(,Y +

')

[7]

where a. is the stress along the shorter axis of the window,
is the strain in the same direction,
Ex is the strain normal to Ey, and
E and p are given in Table 4.
E

Substituting from Tables 2 and 4, we find that ay is 1900 pounds
per square inch for Dilectene 100, and ao is 1950 pounds per square inch for
Dilecto XX, both for an applied pressure of 400 pounds per square inch.
The two computations are in moderately good agreement, indicating
that the plastic specimens behave nearly as supported plates strained within

-

1
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the elastic range.

This value of stress is at least doubled at the bound-

aries of the holes (9), but it is still well within the tensile strengths
of the plastics.

Hence,.no rupture is to be expected when these windows are

subjected to a static pressure of 400 pounds per square inch.
There remains further the effect well known to all who have endeavored to mount watertight windows in frames of this kind, of the differences in flatness between the case recess and the clamping ring and the two
surfaces of the window itself, which may and frequently do vary from window
to window.

Despite the use of resilient waterproof gaskets, it is difficult

to compensate for these variations in flatness, and it is more difficult
still to set all the bolts down with uniform clamping effect all the way
around the ring.

Added to this is the deformation, almost invariably non-

uniform, of the frame of the window when a high hydrostatic pressure is
applied to it.
DYNAMIC LOADING
When the pressure is dynamically applied, as by an underwater explosion, the dynamic mechanical properties of the windows must be considered,
and in some cases probably the dynamic mechanical properties of the cases or
frames as well.

In particular, if the elastic swing time or the half period

of the window vibrating in its simplest mode is small compared with the duration of the pressure wave (14), then the applied peak pressure will determine
the reaction of the window.
To determine the upper limit for the elastic swing time, assume
that the natural frequency, in the simplest mode, is approximately that of a
circular plate,of the same area.
plate is 2.33 inches.

Then the radius of the equivalent circular

Since the cork-composition gaskets between the window

and the clamping surfaces of the window frame are relatively soft, it is believed that the edge of the window should be assumed to be supported rather
A plate with a supported edge has the lower natural frequency;
hence this condition will place an upper limit on the swing time, which is to
than clamped.

be compared with the duration of the pressure wave.
The thickness of the window is a large fraction of the diameter of
the equivalent circular plate, hence the ordinary equation for the natural
frequencies of a plate is no longer accurate.

Furthermore, the weight of the

two conductor rods and fittings may have an appreciable effect on the frequency, especially as they are heavier than the simple plugs shown in Figure
23 on page 25.
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The ordinary expression for the lowest natural frequency of a supported circular plate, according to Reference (13), is
S=

where K is
r

K

r2

2

E

3p(1 -[8]

1/2

a function of p,

is the radius,

2h is the thickness, and
p is the density of the plate.
When the thickness of the plate is not assumed to be small compared
to the width, the equation becomes

K 12
f

2 S2(1 - u)

where K

1

I

2
1

K

2) 1/2

2 7r

2

E
1/2
3p (1 - p2))9

K 12

r2

is again a function of p.
This relationship was derived from the equations given by Prescott

(13), page 390, by omitting the approximations made when the thickness is
neglected in comparison to the width of the plate. The derivation will be
published separately.
The computed natural frequency in the simplest mode is decreased
when allowance is made for the effect of the thickness, by the use of EquaThe decrease is 12 to 16 per cent, depending upon the value of

tion [9].

Poisson's ratio, and is less as Poisson's ratio decreases.

Computed values

of the natural frequency are given in the first row of Table 5 for each of
the window materials.
The variation with time of the applied load is approximately described as an instantaneously-rising, exponentially-decaying pressure
p

=

PE-at

For the charges used in these tests, 1/ar is about 650 microseconds
at a distance of 90 feet, and increases slowly with the distance (5).

The

time 1/a required for the pressure to fall to 1/e of its maximum is a measure
of its rate of decay.

At the end of the elastic swing time for quartz, 65
microseconds, or 1/10a seconds, the pressure has fallen to 90 per cent of its
peak value.

Hence, the loading is essentially that of a suddenly applied

constant pressure, and the effective pressure, or the equivalent static pressure, is at least 2 x 0.9 or 1.8 times the peak pressure, as the dynamic-load
factor is 2 for a suddenly applied constant load (14).
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TABLE 5

Computed Values of Effective Applied Explosion Pressures
and Surface Stresses
Fused Quartz Polystyrene Dilectene 100 Dilecto XX

Natural Frequency of
the Windows, second -'
Half Period, or Elastic
Swing Time, microseconds
Charge Distance, feet
Peak Applied Pressure at
Rupture, pounds per
square inch
Ratio, Equivalent Static
Pressure to Peak Explosive Pressure
Equivalent Static Pressure, pounds per square
inch
Maximum Surface Stress at
Rupture Assuming Elastic
Conditions, 10.54 p,
pounds per square inch
Tensile Strength, pounds
per square inch, from
Table 4
Rupture Factor
Ratio, Modulus of Rupture
to Tensile Strengtht

7700

2900

2650

3650

65

170

190

140

205

90

68*

40

390

1090

1510*

2700

1 .80

1.54

1 .50

1.62

700

1680

2260

4400

17,700

23,800

46,500

7000

6500

10,500

8000

**

2.7

2.2

5.8

2

2

2

<7480

* Since both samples barely failed, the average peak pressure for the two failures at 60 and 75 feet
from the charge is used.
It is believed that the quartz window would have failed at a greater distance.
because of the indeterminate strength of quartz, no rupture factor is shown.
**

t

For this reason and

This ratio is determined from the data in Table 4.

The computations are only approximate, as the effect of water loading on the natural frequency and the effect of possible cavitation at the
plate on the pressure-time history are ignored. However, they are believed
to serve as criteria for choosing the peak pressure as the pressure-wave
parameter determining the bursting strength of the windows.
The results of the computations of the equivalent static pressures
are listed in Table 5. It is seen that, when allowance is made for the dynamic load factor, the effective pressure of 700 pounds per square inch
applied to the quartz windows when 205 feet from the charge is much higher
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than the static breaking pressure of 300 pounds per square inch.

Hence it is

to be expected that the quartz windows would crack under such dynamic test
conditions.
The nominal surface stresses and rupture factors of the plastic
windows broken under explosive loading can now be estimated.*
The Dilectene 100, or aniline formaldehyde windows, failed under a
peak pressure of about 1500 pounds per square inch; see Shots 9 and 12, Table
3. This is equivalent to a static pressure of 2260 pounds per square inch,
which would produce a maximum stress of 10.54 x 2260 or 23,800 pounds per
square inch about the holes.

Hence the rupture factor is 2.2.

The surface

stresses and rupture factors computed for the other plastic wondows are summarized in Table 5.

The performance of the Dilecto XX, or phenol formalde-

hyde, windows was noteworthy.

The effective applied pressure at rupture was

4370 pounds per square inch, and the computed elastic surface stresses were
5.8 times the tensile strength.
The rupture factor for beams is the ratio of the flexural strength
to the tensile strength.

A comparison of the last two rows at the right in

Table 5 shows that under the different boundary condition associated with a
supported plate under a uniform load the rupture factor is 1.1 to 2.9 times
that computed for rectangular bars of the same material.

An increase in the

rupture factor when the specimen is changed from a beam under a concentrated
load to a uniformly loaded, supported plate has been noted by other investigators (8) (15).
The high strain rate may also have increased the bursting strength
of the oval windows. A brief search of the literature revealed no data that
were applicable to the plastics tested.
CONCLUSIONS
The breaking strength of a plate of brittle material such as fused
quartz cannot be predicted directly from the physical properties as it may
be less than theory would predict. Therefore, such materials should not be
used in structures similar to those discussed here, where failure of the window may be disastrous.

From the data gathered in these tests, it appears

that the rupture strength of plastics is not less than their modulus of rupture or flexural strength.
* The rupture factor is defined by Roark (8) as the ratio of the fictitious maximum tensile stress
at failure, as calculated by the appropriate formula for elastic stress, to the ultimate tensile
strength of the material as determined by a conventional tension test. The rupture factor varies
with the shape and physical properties of the specimen. Experimental determinations are described
in Reference (15).
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The periods of free vibration of the windows were small compared
to the duration of the applied explosion pressure. Therefore the applied
peak pressure can be used as the pressure-wave parameter determining the reaction of the structure to the applied pressure. Under this assumption, it
was found that the computed surface stresses in the plastic windows at rupture were more than the tensile strengths of the materials, and somewhat
higher than the modulus of rupture.
The rupture factor for the plastic windows, the ratio of the computed maximum stresses to the tensile strength, varied from 2.2 to 5.8 and
was 1.1 to 2.9 times the rupture factor computed from the flexural strength
This increased strength was probably due
both to the different geometry of the specimens and to a high rate of loading.
Windows of the dimensions described, of the strongest of the plasof a beam of the same material.

tic materials tested, Dilecto XX, a paper-laminated phenol formaldehyde, withstood attack from a depth charge carrying 300 pounds of TNT at a distance of.

50 feet.
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